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CompILE is a framework for learning reusable, 
variable-length segments of hierarchically-structured 
behavior from demonstration data.

Our approach can:
● Encode: segment demonstration sequences into re- 

usable chunks and map chunks into instruction code.
● Decode / execute: given instructions, translate them 

back to action sequences.
● Discover reusable chunks and use them in a 

hierarchical RL setting.

Once a set of sub-policies are learned, we can use 
them in other tasks.

We can train a higher level agent that utilizes these 
sub-policies as “macro” actions.

Results in grid world experiments:

Enables learning in sparse reward settings, which 
are otherwise difficult to solve for shallow or 
non-compositional agents.

Multi-task instruction following 
environments: grid world and 
continuous control.  Each instruction 
specifies a destination for the agent to 
reach or pick up.

● Demonstrations 
generated by an oracle 
policy.

● We evaluate different 
approaches by looking 
at the segmentation 
results.

Demonstrations:

Behavior cloning: Learn imitation policy              by 
maximum likelihood:

Simplest imitation learning approach, 
not compositional:

Compositional Imitation Learning: 
● Discover reusable chunks of actions.
● Reuse discovered chunks to solve other tasks.
● Introduce 2 sets of latent variables:

Chunk boundaries b1:M , latent codes  z1:M .

Compositional Imitation Learning

Introduction

CompILE is a latent variable model, we learn with a VAE formulation:
● Encoder / inference:   , infer chunk boundary and latent code from demonstrations.
● Decoder / execution:  , compute actions given state and latent code.
● Prior:   , make sure segments are not too long, and code are all used.
● Relaxation: relax the discrete latent variables through soft masks (for boundaries) and Gumbel softmax trick (for latent codes).

● Assumptions: 
○ Fully-observable environment
○ Deterministic, Markovian dynamics
○ No interactions between segments

● Future work:
○ Partially-observable environments with more 

complex / stochastic dynamics
○ Other types of sequential data (natural language, 

speech, activity data, ...)

Results on
grid world

Results on continuous control domain Visualization of the discovered sub-policies

Soft segment 
masks:

RNN state 
masking:


